Welcome to Tikiwiki

Tikiwiki is one of the best known and most used wiki based CMS platforms in the world.

Reasons to choose Tikiwiki

- a cutting edge wiki with features, power, performance and flexability.
- a fully customizable permissions system
- supports groups and private pages
- many navigation tools including books, categories, user-menus, breadcrumbs, freetagging and more.
- it integrates articles, wikis, forums, surveys and blogs
- a remarkable range of features:
  - a 3-D mind map
  - supports Gmap integration
  - a workflow engine
  - Powerful user-features - internal messaging, page watch
- a vibrant open development community
  - we eat our own dogfood.

- Wiki
- articles
- Tiki Forums
- Surveys
- Forms
- comments
- HTML pages
- Trackers
- User Features
- Groups and Categories
- Wiki Editing
- Site Layout
- Custom Modules
- HTML Front End
- Internal and External Communication
- Getting Started with your Tikiwiki Site